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Hello,
We designed this newsletter to inform and
entertain you. We hope you find this useful.
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Exterior Painting | Roof Painting | Roof Restorations
Roof Cleaning | Repointing & Replacing Broken Roof Tiles
Roof Coating | Flooring Services | Small Renovations

Here’s our first edition. We
hope you like it.
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PHONE: 1 300 296 255

Our contact details are at
the bottom of the page...
We’d love your feedback
and suggestions so we can
continually make it better
and even more interesting
for you.

David Baird
Owner
Prestige Roof Transformations &
Noosa Prestige Painting

EMAIL: admin@noosaprestigepainting.com.au
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Rearrange the Furniture
This is no doubt the least expensive way to
update a room because it’s totally
free! Moving the furniture around gives your
room a whole new look and can satisfy your
need for change without any cost. And if
you’re not prepared to move all the furniture
try rearranging your accessories or bookshelf
displays. You’d be surprised at what a big
impact it can have.

Try a Fresh Coat of Paint
Consider painting your walls with a new,
inspiring color to reinvigorate your living
space. It may seem like a big commitment,
but painting your walls is a simple and
budget-friendly update that can totally
transform the look and feel of any space.

3

Change the Lampshades
Lampshades are like little jewels scattered
throughout a room. Change them and you
change the mood. Try going from white to
black, pleated to flat, or plain to patterned.
There are a lot more options available than
there used to be so finding something you
like shouldn’t be difficult. Try stores like
Target, and Lamps Plus to get an idea of
what’s out there. And if you can’t find what
you like you can always go custom.

4

Pillows and Throws
Adding pillows and throw blankets is a great
way to add color and texture, and the impact
they create can give your room a fresh new
look - particularly if you change them with the
seasons. Taking away heavy, dark pillows
and throws that were cozy in the winter and
replacing them with light and fresh versions
in the summer can lift and freshen a room
instantly.
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Hang Artwork
There’s a lot that can be done with artwork,
from rearranging existing pieces to creating
new ones. What’s on the walls has a big
impact. If you don’t currently have anything
try framing wallpaper or fabric samples,
create washi tape art, or frame pages from
old books. The idea that artwork has to be
expensive is a myth, so try making your own.

6

Remove the Clutter
Crowding too many things into a room can
make it feel small and claustrophobic. To
lighten a space simply remove a few items.
Everything needs room to breathe so if your
space is feeling tight and you want a new
look, remove a few items out.

TO REFRESH YOUR
LIVING ROOM
MORE
IDEAS:

The Noosa
Prestige Painting
Story

Paint doors and trim. Who
says they have to be white
all the time?

WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION? CALL 1300296255 NOW!
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The

BEST CONTRACTOR for

4 Essential Tips For
Choosing The Best Home
Improvement Contractor
In Sunshine Coast

1

2
2

CHOOSE A CONTRACTOR WITH
PROPER LEGAL LICENSES AND
INSURANCE.
You’re not hiring a true professional
contractor if they don’t have a state-issued
(QBCC) license, workers’ compensation
insurance, and general liability insurance.
These credentials prove that your painter
is qualified for the job, and that they can
protect their employees and your home if
something were to go wrong on the job.

CHOOSE LOCAL CONTRACTORS
WITH GOOD REPUTATION.
Travelling or out of state contractors are
not always good because most are more
concerned with making money or boosting
profits, and less with fixing mistakes or
providing excellent customer service. For
the best home improvement job possible,
you need a contractor who has serviced
your area for years and also has good
reviews and overall business ratings.

3

4
2

CHOOSE A CONTRACTOR WITH A
REASONABLE (NOT LOW) PRICE.
Some contractors will use the cheapest
materials, inexperienced employees, and
low quality techniques so they can offer the
most affordable service possible — and if
this is the route you choose, you’ll definitely
get what you pay for. The best option for
any homeowner lies somewhere in
between: a contractor that uses high-quality
products/materials and best services for a
reasonable price.

CHOOSE A CONTRACTOR WITH
QUALITY GUARANTEES.
Does your contractor offer quality guarantee
or warranty that’s backed by the company
itself or the materials manufacturer? If not,
you’re setting yourself up for headaches in
the future. The best home improvement
companies have hassle-free warranties,
meaning they’ll come out and take care of
any problems you’re having without a fuss.

“A house
is made of
walls and
beams; a
home is
built with
love and
dreams”
-UNKOWN
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8 GREAT
QUESTIONS
TO ASK BEFORE HIRING A HOME

IMPROVEMENT CONTRACTOR

1
2
3
4

ARE YOU LICENSED, INSURED
AND CAN YOU PROVE IT?
WILL YOU PROVIDE ME WITH A
DETAILED SCOPE OF WORK IN
WRITING? DOES IT INCLUDE
LABOR AND MATERIALS OR IS IT
JUST FOR THE LABOR PORTION
ONLY?
DO YOU OFFER A SERVICE
GUARANTEED AND A WARRANTY?
ARE ALL OF YOUR STAFF
TRAINED?

5
6
7
8

ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY
TRADE ASSOCIATIONS AND, IF
SO, WHICH ONES?
DO YOU START AND FINISH A JOB
WITHOUT INTERRUPTIONS?
DO YOU HAVE A CLEAN-UP
POLICY?
CAN YOU PROVIDE CLIENT
REFERENCES I CAN PERSONALLY
TALK TO?

Dear David,
I’d like to compliment your guys firstly
for the quality of their workmanship and
in addition the professional manner
they have undertaken their work. They
moved through the various areas
unobtrusively and were very respectful
of the privacy of the occupants.
It was a pleasure dealing with them
throughout
the
project.
My congratulations to both you and
your team for encouraging such
professionalism. -Sid Ryan

WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION? CALL 1300296255 NOW!
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OUR PRESTIGE SERVICES:
Residential Painting
Commercial Painting
Interior Painting
Exterior Painting
Roof Painting
Roof Restorations
Roof Cleaning
Repointing & Replacing
Broken Tiles
Roof Coating
Flooring Services
Small Renovations

5 WAYS TO
TRANSFORM
YOUR DECK +
PATIO


ADD A PERGOLA. Use a pergola to turn
your backyard into a private getaway.



REFRESH YOUR RAILING. Even a basic
railing design can transform the look of
your deck. Driftwood-color decking and
charcoal risers and posts can make your
deck look modern!



BRIGHTEN UP. Punch up your home's
exterior with color. Bright patio furniture is
an easy and inexpensive way to add color
to the home. Use spray paint to give plain
patio furniture new life.



FIND COVER. A porchlike covered deck
provides a cozy setting for casual
gatherings. A roof adds interest to the deck
area and keeps the deck dry during wet
weather.



UPGRADE MATERIALS. Timeless design
begins with materials selection. Focus on
durability and weather resistance to create
outdoor living spaces that never go out of
style.

DID YOU KNOW?
the only continent in the
world with no active
volcanoes is
AUSTRALIA
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5 Tips for
Painting
Choosing
TipsRight
The
& Hints
Roof
Color
Air Tools Worth
Considering
Picking the right color for your roof is important
since you'll need to live with it for a long time and
Using
airoftools
in thesignificant
farm workshop
can
it is one
the most
investments
you
increase
work
rates,
reduce
operator
fatigue and
can make as a homeowner.
be a safer alternative to electrical power tools.
Budget
branded
sets
of basic
airatools
Tip #1 Don’t
rush
picking
out
colorincluding
an
wrench, air drill, air sander, die grinder
forimpact
your roof
and
airroof
chisel
sellisfor
less
than $300.
work
A new
color
not
a decision
thatThey
should
be
well
and—offer
the to
convenience
airto
powered
rushed
it’s OK
take some of
time
give it
tools
forthought.
farmers Consider
who use them
infrequently.
serious
whether
your color
Air
tools
have
several
advantages
choice will be what you want yearsover
down the
conventional
electric power tools:
road.
More power for their weight as the power is
generated
the compressor,
inside the tool.
Tip #2 Talkatwith
your roofingnot
estimator
No
are suitable
for wet
Theelectrocution
roofer givingrisk
youso
anthey
estimate
has likely
working
Smaller
so theyjobs
are ideal
for work
overseenareas
hundreds
of roofing
and can
in
confined
spaces
speak
to which
colors will best complement your
Long
lasting
due to
having
fewer
moving
parts,to
home’s
structure
and
current
walls.
It’s easier
as
long
as
they
are
maintained
correctly.
change your roof than your walls, so be sure the
Overloading
damagedoes
them
where
roof color youdoesn’t
have chosen
not
clashas
with
electric
power
tools
can
be
fused
the walls and trim.
Output torque easily adjusted by varying the
operating
pressure
Tip #3 Look
around at roofs in your area
What kind of roofing do other homes in your
There
are tow main
of motorstoinside
air
neighborhood
have?types
It’s important
be sure
tools
that convert
air pressureyour
to aneighbors'
form of
your selection
complements
motion,
on isthe
type.
homes. depending
A choice that
nottool
complementary
to
Rotary
Motors
are
used
to
power
grinders,
neighboring homes may make yourdie
home
more
drills
and
difficult
to sell down the road.
cut-off tools. To reverse the tool, the air is ducted
through
Tip #4 Know your home style
the
rotor in
thehome’s
opposite
direction.
Evaluate
your
style
to decide what is an
Reciprocating
Motors
provide
back
& forth
appropriate color
and what
is not.
Home
motion
for tools
suchbe
ashelpful
saws, air
chisels,
magazines
can also
in showcasing
sanders
needle
scalers.
different and
styles
of homes
and the roof colors that
These
tools
have
closer
tolerances between
suit them the best.
working parts and will not operate reliably if they
are
maintained
correctly.
Tip not
#5 Make
sure that
your roof color and
materials are guaranteed
SAFETY:
Always
hearing
protection
andwell
It is important
thatwear
the color
of your
roof suits
safety
glasses
usingsure
air tools.
with your
homewhen
but make
that your roof
color and materials are guaranteed.

FREE
FREE

Get a FREE copy of
our Official Consumer’s
Awareness
Get a FREEGuide:
copy ofHow To
Choose
A Reliable
Roof
the Official
Consumer’s
Restoration
Company
Awareness Guide
to Shed
Building (valued at $97):
It reveals the scams and misconceptions about roof
It reveals the
big difference
a farm
restoration
companies,
eightbetween
signs your
roof is
shed
that’s
made
“on
the
cheap”
and
one
failing…and much more!
that’s really suited to your needs.
It’s called,
Simply
call “The Farmers Guide To
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For
1300
296 Property”,
255
Your Rural
and tells you
Or
email
us
at
admin@prestigerooftransformations.com.au
“The 7 Big Costly
Mistakes Shed Buyers
to
request
for How
our To Avoid Them”.
make
– And
consumer
awareness
Simply call the 24
guide.
hour, 7 days a
week pre-recorded
Just
informline
us on:
of
message
your name,
1300 064 775
email and contact
and leave
number
andyour
you’ll
name,
postal
receive your free
address
and the
guide
immediately!
code word
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.
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3 Ways To
Painting
Upgrade
Tips
Your
& Hints
Bedroom
Air Tools Worth
Considering
Whether your days are spent in the office,
carpooling kids, or a little bit of both, you

Using air tools in the farm workshop can
want to be able to walk into your bedroom in
increase work rates, reduce operator fatigue and
theaevening
feeling happy,
andpower
leavetools.
the
be
safer alternative
to electrical
next
morning
feeling
rejuvenated.
Budget branded sets of basic air tools including
an impact wrench, air drill, air sander, die grinder
Choosing
thesell
right
for$300.
yourThey
bedroom
and
air chisel
for pieces
less than
work
well
and
offerimportant
the convenience
air powered
is the
most
step inofcreating
a
tools
forthat
farmers
whoyou
usesmile
them —
infrequently.
space
makes
one that
Air
tools
have
several
advantages
over
feels equal parts comfortable and
stylish. It's
conventional
electricwith
power
tools:
time to part ways
your
boring
More power for their weight as the power is
headboard and empty walls. Try these
generated at the compressor, not inside the tool.
simple tricks to breathe new life into your
No electrocution risk so they are suitable for wet
bedroom.
working
areas Smaller so they are ideal for work
in confined spaces
Upgrade
#1due
Add
a textured
Long
lasting
to having
fewerheadboard.
moving parts,
A comfortable
mattress
is essential,
as
long as they are
maintained
correctly.but your
Overloading
them
bed should doesn’t
look asdamage
amazing
as itwhere
feelsas
after
electric
power
tools
can
be
fused
a long day. Want an easy upgrade? A glam
Output
torque easily adjusted by varying the
headboard.
operating pressure

Upgrade #2 Add an accent chair.

There are tow main types of motors inside air
You know that empty corner in your
tools that convert air pressure to a form of
bedroom
that looks
something
motion,
depending
on like
the tool
type. belongs
there? Motors
It’s perfect
to add
accent
chair
Rotary
are used
to an
power
die grinders,
thereand
wherein you can sit and relax before
drills
you sleep
any
time the
of the
add
cut-off
tools.orTo
reverse
tool,day.
the It'll
air is
ducted
through
flair to your room, and maybe even a pop
the
rotor in
the try
opposite
direction.
of color!
Just
to resist
the temptation to
Reciprocating
Motors
provide back & forth
use it as a place
for clothes.
motion for tools such as saws, air chisels,
sanders
and
Upgrade
#3needle
Bringscalers.
in some greenery.
These tools have closer tolerances between
You
may
typically
think
to keep reliably
plants ifinthey
working parts and will not operate
the
kitchen
or
living
room,
but
are not maintained correctly.

FREE
FREE

Get a FREE copy of
our Official Consumer’s
Get a FREEGuide
copy of
Awareness
to Choosing
the
Official
Consumer’s
Reliable & Professional Painters:
Awareness Guide to Shed
ItBuilding
reveals the six
costly mistakes
(valued
at $97): to avoid when
choosing a painter and also the common scams &
It reveals the big difference between a farm
misconceptions about painting company…and more!
shed that’s made “on the cheap” and one
that’s really suited to your needs.
Simply call
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To
1300
296The
255
Choosing
Best Farm Shed For
Or
email
us
at
Your Rural Property”, and tells you
admin@noosaprestigepainting.com.au
“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers
to
request
forHow
our To Avoid Them”.
make
– And
consumer
Simply callawareness
the 24
guide.
hour, 7 days a
week pre-recorded
Just
informline
us on:
of
message
your
name,
1300 064 775
email and contact
and leave your
number and you’ll
name, postal
receive your free
address and the
guide immediately!
code word
“Newsletter”
and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.

greenery can lend some life to any
room in the
house.
SAFETY:
Always
wear hearing protection and
safety glasses when using air tools.

Go with something relatively small
and simple that'll fit perfectly
anywhere in your room.
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Being new to area it is sometimes hard to
know who to use. After being referred to
Noosa Prestige Painting and meeting them on
site to talk about our needs and ideas I was
very comfortable to offer them the work. I did
get other quotes and was pleased that not only
did they offer more in terms of service and
quality of work but were also priced
competitively. It was great to be able to just
give the keys to the house after discussing
colours and leave it in their hands to return
after a week’s holidays to a fully painted
house. Their workmanship was excellent and
my gut feeling on trusting them was spot on. I
would gladly recommend their services (and
have) to others.” – Phillip from Cooroy

In future issues in this section we’ll
include more home transformation
stories. What they like or dislike
about home renovations, painting,
and advice for others, etc.
We know there are many interesting stories behind
every home transformations.
So we are going to unearth some of this genuinely
interesting “stuff” and bring it to you. If you have an
interesting story, or you know someone who does,
we’d love to hear from you.
To contribute a story, please contact us at
1300 296 255 or email
christine@noosaprestigepainting.com.au

MONTHLY
HUMOUR
Wife: “How would
you describe me?”
Husband:
"ABCDEFGHIJK."
Wife: “What does that
mean?”
Husband: "Adorable,
beautiful, caring, delightful,
elegant, fashionable,
gorgeous, and hot."
Wife: "Aw, thank you, but
what about IJK?"
Husband: "I'm just
kidding!"

David gave us valuable
advice on different paint
finishes best suited to our
rendered walls, and then
worked quickly with us to
reassess and modify paint
colour when our first daring
colour choice for walls
proved a little too daring.
End result for our home is a
bold statement of marine
blue and crisp white, looking
very smart and fresh for our
street. Great work, guys,
and thank you!” -Karina
Gough QLD

Calories
(noun)

Tiny creatures that live in
your closet and sew your
clothes a little bit tighter every
night.
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